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Arts + Culture



November 11, 2014

 





RPG, Ar-Kaics and Sleepwalkers at Hardywood Park Craft Brewery






Saturday, Nov. 15




 Chris Bopst




RPG is double-fisted alcohol rock. One of the catchiest tunes by the longtime Richmond rockers is called “Alcohol,” so it makes perfect sense that Hardywood Park Craft Brewery would name its latest batch of seasonal suds after the band. Like the no-nonsense music of its namesake, the RPG IPA is a loud, bitter and ineluctably black beverage that has no time to mess around. RPG brings its barrel-aged distillation of garage, punk and classic rock to Hardywood on Saturday, Nov. 15. Helping them commemorate are fellow Richmond garage-rock volume-pushers the Ar-Kaics and Sleepwalkers. The celebration runs 2-10 p.m., with music kicking in at 5:30. Free. hardywood.com.
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Our mailing lists: 	The Scoop | Best things to eat, drink, see, hear, and do this weekend.
	Sunday With Style | The ultimate cure for those Sunday scaries.
	The Feed | Dining guides, columns, and news about the city’s restaurant scene.
	Stills | Roundup of the best photos of the month.
	Datebook | Best events to fill your calendar this month.
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About us






Style Weekly provides smart, revealing, and tenacious coverage of Richmond—pointing you to the best in arts and culture, food and drink, people and more. We chronicle and celebrate this complicated, wonderful, energetic city through committed, award-winning journalism, incisive writing, thoughtful criticism, arresting photography, and sophisticated design—diving deep on subjects that matter most to our readers.
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